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ABSTRACT

Texture analysis holds significant promise for improving
the science return of remote planetary exploration. Com-
munications with exploration spacecraft suffer significant
latency and bandwidth constraints; onboard image un-
derstanding can summarize large datasets and select rep-
resentative images for transmission. We present image
texture descriptors that satisfy the strict computational
requirements of flight processors. We use the integral
image transform to produce pixel-level texture features.
A decision tree using integer arithmetic computes pixel
classifications far faster than texture analysis techniques
requiring convolutions of steerable filter banks. A case
study characterizes sedimentology in Mars Exploration
Rover microscopic images. Here, the decision trees pro-
duce image descriptors that correlate strongly with ge-
ologists’ classifications of sediment types in the Gusev
crater region. This in turn permits a kernelized regres-
sion model that predicts soil compositions using image
texture without explicitly identifying individual particles.

Key words: Autonomous Science, Computer Vision, Im-
age Texture, Mars Sedimentology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Planetary science is entering a new era where onboard
image analysis could significantly improve missions’ sci-
ence return [2, 3]. Robot spacecraft suffer from in-
termittent communications, transmission latency, and
bandwidth constraints. Onboard image understanding
lets spacecraft collect and interpret science imagery au-
tonomously when human guidance is unavailable. The
analysis can generate bandwidth-efficient summaries of
data products for downlink. In addition, onboard analysis
could recognize different terrain types, triggering oppor-
tunistic sensor measurements in response to novel mor-
phology [4]. Finally, autonomous image understanding is
useful on Earth to automate statistical analysis of down-
linked data. The Mars Exploration Rovers have collected
over 300,000 images for manual interpretation, but the
relevant geologic analyses are labor-intensive and to date
only a small subset has undergone comprehensive study.

This work investigates image texture analysis in the con-
text of these planetary science applications. Previous
studies have used texture to classify geologic samples
[5], detect science targets such as rocks [6], and produce
adaptive image transmission during autonomous site sur-
vey [7, 8]. However, space flight processors are far slower
than those used in these terrestrial tests due to their strict
power and radiation requirements [9]. In general we de-
sire efficient approximate methods for characterizing im-
age texture — a fast terrain characterization that can pro-
vide enough rough information to inform on-the-fly deci-
sion making.

This paper demonstrates decision tree algorithms that
make real time texture analysis feasible under the strict
computational requirements of space flight. We ex-
ploit the integral image transform [10] to compute fast
wavelet-like filters. A binary decision tree based on these
features yields a fast “any time” texture classification for
each pixel. This can significantly improve run times rela-
tive to descriptors requiring explicit convolutions of steer-
able filters [11]. Next, we apply these descriptors to a
case study involving microscopic images from the Gu-
sev Crater region. Here texture descriptors correlate with
the principal terrain types identified in a sedimentologi-
cal survey of Mars Exploration Rover imagery [1]. We
approximate manual particle analysis with a kernel re-
gression model that infers particle size counts from image
texture.

2. TEXTURE DESCRIPTORS

Many recent efforts to quantify natural image texture fa-
vor statistical techniques [12, 13, 14]. Among these,Tex-
ton analysis has recently appeared in concept studies for
autonomous planetary science [6, 8]. Textons are pixel-
wise texture classifications produced by quantizations of
filter bank responses learned from a suitable training set
[12]. A common choice is the MR8 filter bank; it con-
tains two rotationally-symmetric filters, a Gaussian and
Laplacian of Gaussian, as well as two anisotropic filters,
an edge and bar filter. One achieves rotational invari-
ance by using only the maximum response across all edge
and bar filter orientations. These filter responses at two
scales produce an 8-dimensional feature vector for each
pixel [13]. The classical texton algorithm quantizes the



Figure 1. Haar wavelet features.

Figure 2. Automatic texture descriptors of Mars Exploration Rover Microscopic Image subframes from Gusev Crater. The
descriptors are histograms of pixel classifications derived from a decision tree classifier. The classifier considers a feature
set based on Haar-like filters computed quickly using the integral image. Each point in the scatter plot corresponds to a
128 × 128 pixel subframe, with subframes from the same image receiving a common colored symbol. Here we visualize
inter-class similarities by projecting subframe descriptors onto a 2D manifold with Kernel PCA. Ellipses show general
sedimentological classes from Cabrol et al [1]. The manifold projection evidences significant clustering of subframes
from similar images and soil types.



MR8 responses over a training set with K-means cluster-
ing [15] to yield a dictionary of “universal textons” rep-
resenting the canonical textures [13].

If we consider an image comprised ofn pixels, and as-
sociate each pixel with a surroundingm × m image sub-
windowx, then the texton classification is a composition
of an MR8 filter response functionF(x) followed by a
one-of-n nearest-neighbor classificationG:

G(F(x)) : IRm×m 7→ IR8 7→ IIn (1)

This result does not require a filter convolution. More
generally we can represent the texture analysis with a sin-
gle functionT (x) that may or may not employ an arbi-
trary, intermediate feature space:

T (x) : IRm×m 7→ IIn (2)

One can approximate a known texture descriptor with any
other general classification method by means of super-
vised learning, such as the MRF classification method of
Varma and Zisserman [16]. The designer can choose an
appropriate speed/accuracy tradeoff for the application.
In practice filters reacting to larger-scale features (such
as blobs and lines within each subwindow) can be more
discriminative than individual pixel values. We com-
bine filter responses into an intermediate feature space
φ(x) = [φ1(x), . . . , φk(x)] for each image patchx.

2.1. Integral Image Filters

Our sedimentology case study computes subwindow fea-
tures based theintegral imagecaching technique. A data
structure in the form of an image-sized matrix stores the
sum of intensities of those pixels above and to the left
[10]. Producing the integral image is a computation that
scales linearly with the number of image pixels. The re-
sulting data structure facilitates fast summations of pixel
values over any rectangular region of the image using just
three integer addition operations.

In particular, the integral image allows efficient compu-
tation of “Haar wavelet-like” filters [10]. These consist
of oriented edge, bar, and center-surround filters. An ex-
tension by Leinhartet al includes diagonally oriented re-
sponse regions [17]. We parameterize the filters accord-
ing to their aspect ratio, type, scale, and location in the
subwindow. Our bank consists of 15 filter styles, in-
cluding boxcar, center-surround, bar, gradient, and edge
filters at different orientations. For each filter style we
consider five height-to-width aspect ratios (1

3
, 1

2
, 1, 2, 3)

at two different scales (3 and6 pixel widths). They ap-
pear centered at some location on a local5× 5 grid. This
yields up to3750 distinct filters, amounting to a highly
overcomplete feature vectorφ(x) that describes each sub-
window. For our domain a well-chosen subset of filters is
a sufficient to separate the texture classes.

Here a decision tree [18, 19] produces fast classification
decisions. Decision trees have been used previously for

both modelling local texture and whole images [20]. Here
we use a binary decision tree, splitting the training dataset
at each tree branch by thresholding on a single Haar filter
responseφi(x). By computing filter responses as needed
while traversing the tree the system need only evaluate a
small subset of the entire filter bank. The distribution of
training classes that reaches a particular branch describes
a probability distribution over pixel classifications. This
yields an “any-time” classification that can be refined as
required by the application by traversing deeper into the
decision tree. Generally the decision tree classifier re-
quires just a few branches before matches traditional tex-
tons in efficiently recovering sedimentology types. How-
ever, it improves run times over these methods by an or-
der of magnitude. Moreover, the Haar-like filters use in-
teger arithmetic so they are appropriate for those flight
processors and Field Programmable Gate Arrays that lack
dedicated floating point hardware. We will consider both
supervised and unsupervised learning methods for con-
structing the tree; the following sections consider each in
turn.

2.2. Pixel-Level Descriptors

Our first strategy is a supervised learning approach. Here
we hope to construct the decision tree that best approxi-
mates a known texture classification as in the texture trees
of Boschet al [21]. Specifically, we aim to reproduce
the original MR8 textons, and our training labels are the
traditional MR8 texton classifications. The training algo-
rithm starts at the root node of the tree and introduces a
single new binary split using the ID3 learning rule [19].
It then expands each resulting leaf recursively until it per-
fectly classifies the training set or achieves some desired
maximum tree size. For the training subset reaching each
leaf, the training algorithm considers all possible splits,
i.e. splits at many thresholdsθ for all possible filter re-
sponsesφi(x). The class of the subwindow is a random
variable given byT (X),X ∈ IRm×m. Its entropy is
given by an evaluation over all texton classest:

H(T (X)) = −
∑

t

p(T (X) = t) log p(T (X) = t)

(3)
At each branch, we define a cost function for supervised
learning,CS , to be the expected posterior entropy over
possible textons given a binary-valued answer to whether
the filterφi(x) response lies above or below the threshold
θ:

CS(φi, θ) = E[H(T (X) | φi(X) ≥ θ?))] (4)

We choose the filter and threshold that results in the
largest reduction in the cost function, using empirical
probabilities based on the set of training data reaching
that branch.

CS(φi, θ) = p(φi(X) > θ) H(T (X)|φi(X) > θ) +

p(φi(X) ≤ θ) H(T (X)|φi(X) ≤ θ)(5)

During training we maintain a sorted list of feature re-
sponses for each data point; this allows us to quickly



count population sizes for any feature and threshold and
permits an efficient linear search. The run time classifica-
tion generally requires only a small subset of filters and a
handful of integer operations per filter.

This supervised algorithm seeks to reproduce MR8 tex-
tons, which are themselves just quantizations of continu-
ous MR8 filter bank responses. Thus the final classifica-
tion result lies several steps from the training image data.
An alternative and perhaps more efficient approach sim-
ply quantizes the responses of the fast Haar-like filters on
an unlabeled training set. Quantizing Haar-like responses
directly obviates the need for an MR8 intermediary.

As in the supervised case, our clustering algorithm pro-
duces a hierarchical classification with binary splits at
each decision branch. At each level we choose a split
over featuresφ(x) and thresholdsθ that minimize the
inter-cluster variance of the resulting split. This is the
same cost function used in k-means variational cluster-
ing strategies [22]. ForA the set of subwindows whose
featureφi(x) falls above the threshold andB the set of
subwindows that fall below, we can express total cost
CUS(φi, θ) for the unsupervised learning algorithm can
be expressed as the sum of inter-class variances:

CUS (φi, θ) =
∑

i

Var(φi(A)) +
∑

i

Var(φi(B)) (6)

We calculate the inter-class variances as follows:

Var(φi(A)) =
∑

xj∈A

[

φi(xj) −
1

|A|

∑

xk∈A

φi(xk)

]2

(7)

Caching supports a fast a linear search over candidate
thresholds. We maintaining a list of image subwindows
sorted by the responses of the candidate filter. The vari-
ance decomposes as:

Var(φi(A)) =
1

|A|

∑

xj∈A

[φi(xj)]
2
−





1

|A|

∑

xj∈A

φi(xj)





2

(8)
We cache both left and right terms of the subtraction and
update them with datapoints that switch classes as we in-
crementally move the threshold. Thus the overall thresh-
old search scales withO(kn log n) wherek is the number
of filters andn the number of datapoints.

2.3. Patch- and Image-Level Descriptors

We consider two methods for aggregating individual pix-
els’ texture classes to characterize larger image regions.
The simplest method simply counts the appearances of
each class that occur in the image to produce a sin-
gle histogram of textons. An alternative, the bag of
words method [23, 24], describes images using unordered
sets of local interest point descriptors or “words.” Here
our words are20 × 20-pixel patches arranged in a non-
overlapping grid that completely covers the image. Each

patch is associated with a histogram of interior pixel tex-
ture classesT (X). We quantize a representative training
set of patch histograms usingk-means clustering; the re-
sult is a dictionary of16 canonical patch classes. Then
we generate an image-level histogram for the entire scene
using the accumulated counts of each patch class.

Appropriate distance measures to compare patch- and
image-level histogram descriptors include theχ2 distance
metric [13] or the earth mover’s distance [25]. These can
be used directly for nearest-neighbor classification strate-
gies. Alternatively they define Mercer Kernels that per-
mit a wide range of kernel pattern analysis techniques.
Our case study analyzes image descriptors with theχ2

kernel function. For two imagesi andj, with hi(w) and
hj(w) representingL1-normalized counts of patch clas-
sificationsw appearing in each, we can write the kernel
function as follows:

k(hi, hj) = exp{−
1

b

∑

w

(hi(w) − hj(w))2

hi(w) + hj(w)
} (9)

Hereb is a free bandwidth parameter that can be set man-
ually or by cross-validation.

3. CASE STUDY: MARS EXPLORATION ROVER
MICROSCOPIC IMAGERY

The Mars Exploration Rovers’ Microscopic Imager, or
MI, [26] is roughly analogous to the hand lens of the field
geologist. It can characterize rock textures or provide a
close view of soils for sedimentology surveys. The dis-
tribution of grain sizes and shapes yields important in-
formation about weathering and transport [27, 1]. This
permits geologists to characterize the physical processes
such as wind strength, saltation, and erosion that shape
the planetary surface. We focus on recent work by Cabrol
et al, [1] in which scientists characterize the particle size,
angularity, and roundness of the archetypal soil types in
the Gusev crater area explored by the Mars Exploration
Rover “Spirit.” Here, scientists label individual particles
and compute statistics across these microscopic images.
Statistics such as mean size, angularity, and roundness re-
veal several distinctive terrain types. Sols 1-156 traversed
a geologic region known as thePlains Unit; here, aeo-
lian processes appear to continually redistribute homoge-
neous mixture of small rounded particles. After Sol 156,
Spirit moved into theColombia Hillswhere soil mixtures
are more heterogeneous with respect to shape, size, and
sorting.

We evaluate texture descriptors with the 22 MI images
from the soil survey. An initial preprocessing step re-
duces unwanted artifacts such as shadows and inconsis-
tent focus. We use the local contrast normalization de-
scribed in Lienhartet al [17]. We assign each pixel a
value using the linear transformation which would map
its subwindow to a constant mean and standard deviation.
This removes global artifacts due to lighting changes
(Figure??Left). In addition to shadows MI image frames



exhibit inconsistent focus due to the large relative depth
of field. Such changes can significantly affect quantita-
tive measures of image texture. We compensate with a
5× 5 pixel boxcar filter as a low-pass filter to slightly de-
focus each image. Base images have size1024 × 1024;
we divide each image into sixteen subframes for a com-
plete dataset of size352. We compute pixel-level texture
descriptors using each of four methods: (1) a decision
tree trained with the supervised technique, (2) a decision
tree trained with the unsupervised technique, (3) a classic
MR8 texton classification, and (4) a control group that
simply uses the gray scale pixel intensity as the texture
classification. Descriptors are learned using a reserved
training set of12 MI images not included in Cabrol et
al.’s survey. For each method we generate image-level
descriptors using both histogram and bag of words ap-
proaches.

3.1. Soil Type Classification

Cabrolet al provide four general sedimentological “soil
types” for the images: Sol 41 exemplifies “drifts,” Sol
612 “ripples,” Sol 707 “dunes,” and the others a gen-
eral “composite” category. Here we evaluate each tex-
ture result for recovering these terrain type categories.
We evaluate image descriptors by classifying frames with
nearest-neighbor classification [15] using theχ2 distance
metric. Figure 3.3 shows classification accuracies for dif-
ferent pixel- and image-level texture descriptors. The
horizontal axis shows the run time to produce descrip-
tors for the entire megapixel image. We can force faster
approximations by limiting the decision tree to a maxi-
mum depth; each point on the curve corresponds to an
increase of1 in this maximum. For example, the leftmost
point corresponds to a single binary decision producing
just two texture classes whose distributions are used to
compute the nearest-neighbor classification.

After a single branch, the texture descriptors computed
with the unsupervised approach already yield over70%
classification accuracy. The unsupervised algorithm is
constructed to produce maximal separation of the training
set at each branch so it yields a well-balanced tree whose
nodes discriminate well after relatively few decisions.
However, the supervised method eventually matches its
performance as it emulates the complete set of MR8-
based textons.

Note that the run time of the unsupervised method is gen-
erally longer for the same maximum depth; this reflects
the increased balance of the unsupervised tree. While
the most time-intensive operations of feature extraction
are all coded in low-level C, these implementations could
benefit from further optimization and we advise caution
in comparing run times across algorithms. Nevertheless
these tests support our intuition that the decision tree of-
fers a considerable speed increase over the classic texton
approach, which required over30 seconds to filter each
megapixel image.

Depth7 decision trees using the image histogram descrip-

tor produce the best overall result, with99% leave-one-
out classification accuracy. Both methods’ performance
drops beyond this depth, presumably due to overfitting.
The two control groups (the actual MR8 textons and the
intensity histogram) overfit and underfit respectively to
yield classification errors of0.8 and0.68.

3.2. Particle Size Prediction

Sedimentology studies often characterize samples using
the distribution of particle sizes. When only images (and
not sieves) are available this profile requires manual la-
beling of each visible particle, a laborious process that
requires hours per image. Here we extrapolate from train-
ing data to predict pixel size counts in seconds, based
solely on image-level texture descriptors. The Cabrol
study produces aWentworth scaleprofile by grouping
individual particles into discrete size bins. The study
does not track particle counts within subframes so we use
the same reported Wentworth profile for all sixteen sub-
frames in each megapixel image. We aim to recover sev-
eral scalar quantities - the particle count for each Went-
worth bin, and from this the mean and median particle
sizes in each subframe.

We employ kernel ridge regression [28] with theχ2 ker-
nel to map the image descriptors onto the logarithm of
particle counts. We again use a leave-one-out strategy,
reserving a single subframe and computing the regres-
sion result from the remaining subimages from that image
and each other image in the training set. The regression
accurately recovers the general profile of particle sizes.
Figure 3.3 shows the average log error for different de-
cision tree depths. Here again the unsupervised training
strategy outperforms at lower depths. Both methods gen-
eralize best at depth7. The supervised method utilizing
image histograms produces the best overall accuracy.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the size count profiling for part of
an MI Image collected on Sol499; it exemplifies the
“composite soil” class. The distribution of sizes is bi-
modal with grains of coarse sand (∼ 1.2mm) present
on a background of very fine sand particles (∼ 200µm).
This is reflected in the bimodal profile produced by man-
ual analysis of the entire image (Chart A). Charts B and
C are automatic profiles estimated using texture descrip-
tors for each of the two subframes indicated by blue rect-
angles. Subframe B shows a preponderance of coarse
grains; the automatic analysis predicts this accurately in
the Wentworth profile. Conversely, subframe C shows
fewer coarse grains and its profile estimate favors the
smaller mode.

3.3. Manifold Learning

Good texture measures yield histograms that are consis-
tent across images with similar sedimentology. We can
visualize these relationships using dimensionality reduc-
tion by mapping the high dimensional histogram descrip-
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Figure 4. Soil classification accuracy rate for vari-
ous pixel descriptors, image texture descriptors, and run
times. US: Unsupervised tree learning rule. S: Super-
vised tree learning rule. IH: Histogram image descriptor.
BOW: Bag of Words image model. Points on the curve
show the decision tree evaluated to a maximum depths
ranging from1 to 8.

tors to a 2D manifold. We employ Kernel Principal Com-
ponent Analysis [15] with theχ2 kernel. Figure 2 shows
the result applied to the unsupervised decision tree de-
scriptors using image histograms. There is significant
clustering within sample subframes from the same FI im-
age. This suggests that texture descriptors correlate with
physical contents of the scene. The manifold places rip-
ple and drift classes in close proximity. The method flags
Sol 499 as an outlier distinct from the other “composite
soil” classes in the dataset.

There is considerable scope for future work. We will
consider alternative unsupervised classification schemes
such as the Random Forests method utilizing multiple
parallel decision trees [21, 14]. More discriminative
decision trees might be possible with splits involving
more complex decision boundaries and multiple filter re-
sponses. Image-level classification may warrant a more
sophisticated and efficient classification method than the
nearest-neighbor approach we use here. Finally, a com-
prehensive validation is necessary before automated sed-
imentology analysis could supplement human labeling in
science-quality data products. Nevertheless, our prelimi-
nary analysis suggests that explorer robots may be able to
autonomously recover meaningful distinctions in terrain
types to facilitate selective sampling and return.
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Figure 5. Wentworth profile showing error in log counts.
Performance is given for different pixel descriptors, im-
age texture descriptors, and run times as in Figure 3.3
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